Modeled using conservation of magnetic flux, this increase in lobe compression implies that the underlying plasmoid was expanding at a rate of---140 km/s. Finally, a reconfiguration of the lobe magnetic field followed plasmoid ejection which moved magnetic flux tubes into the wake behind the plasmoid where they would become available to feed the reconnection region.
Introduction
Traveling compression regions are several minute long enhancements of the magnetic field in the lobes of the tail during which there is a north-then-south variation in B z relative to a mean baseline (Slavin et al., 1993) . The greater north-south dimensions of the plasmoid relative to the plasma sheet result in the lobe field lines being compressed and draped about the plasmoid as it moves down the tail. This local compression of the lobe magnetic field then accompanies the plasmoid as it moves down the tail and can be observed by spacecraft residing in the lobes. In this paper we report the first dual spacecraft observations of lobe magnetic field draping and compression before, during, and after the formation and ejection of a 
Geotaii Energetic Particles
The eleventh panel in Figure I Such expansion speeds are comparable to the internal bulk flows reported by leda et al. (1998) within "young" plasmoids and attributed to a rapid plasmoid growth immediately following ejection. However, it must be noted that our calculation has assumed for simplicity that all plasmoid growth to have been in its "height" whereas it probably also included its "width" (e.g., leda et al., 1998). Hence, this estimate of rate of growth in the Z direction could equally well apply to the Y direction or some combination of the two. These magnetic flux conservation arguments are sensitive only to the increase in the total cross sectional area of the plasmoid bulge.
Summary
This study made use of the simultaneous measurements returned by IMP 8 and Geotail on January 29, 1995 before, during, and just following ejection of a plasmoid. We have shown an instance where dual spacecraft measurements can be used to model all three dimensions of the underlying plasmoid and to estimate of its rate of expansion. For this event plasmoid dimensions of AX -• 18, AY .
• 30, and AZ -• 10 Re were inferred from the IMP 8 and Geotail magnetic field measurements. The earthward end of the plasmoid was inferred to be near the mean location of the near-earth neutral line, X ----26 P•. Its center was underneath IMP 8 at X •--34 P• and its tailward end appeared to be near X-•-44 P• or just beyond Geotail. Modeled using conservation of magnetic flux, the increase in TCR amplitude between the IMP8 and Geotail encounters implies that the underlying plasmoid was expanding at a rate of---140 km/s or 1.3 Re/min. Finally, the magnetic field and plasma flow velocity variations accompanying and following the TCR at Geotail indicate that a reconfiguration of the lobe magnetic field closely followed the ejection of the plasmoid which moved magnetic flux tubes into the wake behind the plasmoid where they would convect into the near-earth neutral line and release energy through reconnection to continue powering the substorm.
